PREMIUM SEATING SYSTEMS

MSG 97AL/722
LOW-FREQUENCY AIR SUSPENSION THAT STANDS UP TO THE HEAVIEST LOADS

AGRICULTURE  CONSTRUCTION

usa.grammer.com
MSG 97AL/722

The advanced low-frequency air suspension is engineered to minimize vertical vibrations and provide long hours of comfort in today's heavy-duty agriculture and construction machines.

**FEATURES**

- Low-frequency air suspension (24V or 12V compressor)
- Suspension stroke up to 7.0" (180 mm)
- Adjustable shock absorber
- Weight adjustment range – 110-485 lbs. (50-220 kg)
- Automatic Positioning System
- Fore/aft adjustment
- Height adjustment up to 3.1" (80 mm)
- Lumbar support (mechanical or pneumatic)
- Adjustable headrest
- Adjustable backrest angle (-10° to +34°)
- Swivel (0° to 360°)
- Retractable seat belt (2-point, 3-point or 4-point)
- Seat depth/tilt
- Adjustable or foldable armrests
- Document box or net
- Side-to-side isolator
- Fore/aft isolator
- Adjustable damper
- Active climate control
- Operator presence switch
- Control carrier console
- High back or low back seat top
- Seat cushion width of 18.9" (480 mm)
- Standard seat cushion width of 20.8" (530 mm)
- Extra-wide seat cushion width of 21.6" (550 mm)

**OPTIONAL FEATURES**

- Armrest right side
- Armrest left side
- Seat cushion with heat
- Back cushion with heat
- Detachable backrest extension
- Switch for seat heating
- Document box or net
- Lumbar support

= Recommended mounting holes